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STUDEN1 USE OF ENGLISH IMPORTANT state + cs
IN TEACHING LANGUAGE IN CLASSROOM
MISSOULA—
The best way to "teach" English in a classroom is to let students use the language, 
according to Dr. Richard R. Adler, associate professor of English at the University of 
Montana in Missoula.
Adler, who is the director of the teacher training program for English majors at UM, 
emphasized the need for student, rather than teacher, performance in the English classroom 
during a lecture he delivered to superintendents of American schools overseas when they 
met in Missoula recently for a planning conference.
"Traditionally, teachers have done about 80 percent of the talking in the classroom," 
Adler said, "but English consists of performance skills and students should be doing 
80 percent of the talking if they are to develop their language ability."
Language arts programs, which are also known as "the English curricula in schools," 
need to focus on student use of and response to writing, speaking and reading, Adler said.
"The teacher's role in the English classroom should be one of planner, assessor 
and coordinator," he said.
"The student's performance should dictate what areas of language instruction the 
teacher emphasizes because all too often the teacher stresses areas that are dictated 
by standardized testing such as grammar and vocabulary," Adler said.
"Formal studies have shown that studying grammar has no significant impact on the 
student's writing ability," he said. "Grammar has about as much of a relationship to 
writing ability as it has to geography."
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Adler suggested that English teachers focus on the holistic development of a 
student's language ability.
"It is important to remember that language development follows mental development.
It is not what type of information is given that is important in teaching English, 
it is when that information is given that matters."
Adler said that teachers must have a sense of what standards are used in communication, 
"The student should be allowed to develop language skills for speaking and writing 
to different kinds of audiences," he said,
Adler, who joined the UM faculty in the fall of 1971, received his bachelor of 
arts degree at Montana State University, Bozeman, and the master of education degree 
and the doctor of philosophy degree in English education at the University of Illinois, 
Urbana. He was named recipient of the University of Montana Alumni Association's "Teacher 
of the Year" award in May 1973,
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